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Scientific points

I In unblocked experiments, lowest pairwise variance is obtained
when replications are as equal as possible. With block size 2 and
low replication, lowest pairwise variance is obtained, in general,
if all treatments are compared to a control. Does this generalize
to all block sizes if the average replication is low enough?
Theory from asymptotic combinatorics seems a promising
approach.

I How do statisticians keep up with new technology? For example,
when two-colour microarrays were introduced, the genomics
people had never heard of ‘row–column designs’; by the time
that the statisticians had caught up, the technology had changed.
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Educational points

I There is the following perenniel problem: how do you ensure
that everyone doing experiments knows the basics about
replication, pseduo-replication, blocking, and randomization,
and that there are more possible designs than they learnt about in
their ‘Statistics for X’ course?

I Statisticians need a sound grounding in mathematics, including
linear algebra and calculus as well as probability.

I So many individual problems can be solved by computer that
there is a danger that people will forget that functions can be
maximized by hand, or eigenvalues found by hand. Often the ‘by
hand’ approach is necessary for a general theory.
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Managerial points

I In universities, should Statistics be part of Mathematics or not?

I If not, there is insufficient collaboration and communication.
I If yes, “Why should we appoint a statistician from a sparse field

when we have so many good applicants in probability / algebra /
dynamical systems . . . ?”

I In universities, how can statisticians improve data collection and
analysis?

I service teaching (not popular when other departments have to pay
real money for this)

I advice on design and analysis (how funded? If top-sliced, those
who need it will use it; if there are inter-departmental charges,
few will.)

I managerial statistics (it seems to be impossible to convey to the
bureaucrats that their student questionnaires are badly worded,
that their timing of data collection is bad, that their data
summaries are silly . . . .)
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Managerial points, continued

I In research organizations, should statisticians be in their own
unit or spread thinly in other departments?

I If in own unit, they can learn from each other and discuss
problems, but may be seen by management as ‘non-specialist’
and it is possible to become divorced from real problems,

I If dispersed, they become isolated and may do poor statistics.

I In science generally, how do we deal with “We all have
computers these days, so we don’t need statisticians”?
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